Numerical simulations of bijel morphology in thin films with complete surface wetting.
Bijels are a relatively new class of soft materials that have many potential energy and environmental applications. In this work, simulation results of bijel evolution confined within thin films with preferential surface wetting are presented. The computational approach used is a hybrid Cahn-Hilliard/Brownian dynamics method. In the absence of suspended particles, we demonstrate that the model accurately captures the rich kinetics associated with diffusion-based surface-directed spinodal decomposition, as evidenced by comparison with previous theoretical and simulation-based studies. When chemically neutral particles are included in the films, the simulations capture surface-modified bijel formation, with stabilized domain structures comparable with the experimental observations of Composto and coworkers. Namely, two basic morphologies - bicontinuous or discrete - are seen to emerge, with direct dependence on the film thickness, particle volume fraction, and particle radius.